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ABSTRACT

Engineers at Sandia National Laboratories are combining entertainment industry software
with traditional data collection techniques to create an interactive visualization tool called
TeleKnoSysTM. By replacing the usual flight simulator joystick with a telemetry data
stream, experimental data is combined with existing three-dimensional (3D) engineering
models. Users are immersed in their experiment, allowing interaction with and
comprehension of complex data sets. Leveraging commercial software with existing model
sets enables quick, cost effective development. Results from real-time flight tests will be
presented.

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry at Sandia National Laboratories focuses on gathering information from
inaccessible flight test bodies such as satellites, space reentry vehicles, aircraft-delivered
bombs, and earth penetrators. We help our customers acquire, process, protect, transmit,
receive, and display scientific and engineering data using sensor-based information
systems. Increased transmission rates from complex sensors are yielding ever larger data



sets. Presenting results from these experiments as traditional numerical lists or two-
dimensional plots is non-intuitive and time consuming.

TeleKnoSys™ (from telegnosis, which means distant knowledge) changes the way that
analysts, engineers and scientists explore and understand complex data sets. Telemetry
data is fused with 3D solid models in an interactive pseudo-real environment that immerses
users in their flight tests. Data viewed in its experimental context can be understood more
quickly and more completely.

Combining commercial visualization and data acquisition software with mission specific
analysis code allows us to generate rapid, cost effective data visualization applications.
Figure 1 shows telemetry data merging with solid models in a three-dimensional
environment that presents flight test data in its experimental context.

Figure 1: TeleKnoSys Overview

We generate two families of flight test visualization tools, real-time and postflight.
Although well-established software processes ensure that 90% of the underlying C code
services both tool sets, their time response requirements and use scenarios require two
separate executables.



The main requirement for the real-time system is to keep up with the incoming data, so the
application’s response time must be deterministic. A combination of operating system
priorities and timers coupled with UNIX signals control the data collection application.

Postflight applications can analyze and store TM data before the user begins visualizing
any data. This frees computing resources that can be applied to draw at faster rates.
Preprocessing also lends itself neatly to fast forward, reverse, pause, slow, fast, and single
step playback of the data, which allows a more in-depth study of the flight data.

This paper focuses on a space application that deploys an instrumented target from a
missile bus. The target telemeters data from three orthogonal rate sensors, and this data is
processed to derive vehicle orientation. The test vehicle has no position sensors, so its
trajectory is simulated before the flight.

ENGINEERING DATA

Sensor-based measurements are digitized and then formed into a standard PCM bit stream,
which is securely transmitted to a receiving ground station. The raw data is recovered
using AP Labs’ VMEstation Telemetry System (VTS). VTS provides basic I/O and
processing hardware (e.g. bit synchronization and decommutation cards) and a real-time
operating system which is setup and controlled by graphically based software. When
creating a real-time system, the data is converted to engineering units (in VTS) using
known calibration data and transmitted over a local area network (socket based) for
analysis and visualization. When creating a post-flight system, the raw data is stored by
VTS to a hard disk drive, then undergoes a sophisticated, time-intensive analysis using
specialized software, prior to visualization.

ENGINEERING MODELS

The 3D representation of a typical flight test utilizes solid models to depict the test vehicle
and other mission specific objects. These models are positioned within an area-of-interest
(terrain database models), and together these model sets describe the virtual scene for the
data visualization.

Terrain database models represent test environment image and elevation data that are
specific to the flight test area-of-interest. This model representation is generally static or
fixed; thus no positioning is required.



SOLID MODELS

Sandia National Laboratories uses Pro/Engineer (Parametric Technologies) as its standard
mechanical design software. Leveraging existing model sets is essential for rapid
application development, but typical Pro/E solid models are detailed and complex. The
solid model of a machined housing may be constructed from tens of thousands of
interconnecting triangles, or polygons. The total number of polygons in a typical run-time
application range from 2,000 – 40,000 polygons, so it is not feasible to use complex
models without significantly reducing the polygon count. Polygon reduction degrades the
visual quality of the models, but simple, photoreal objects can be generated by applying
photographic images (texture maps) to low polygon models. These models can be
positioned in a run-time database without degrading the frame-rate. As computer and
graphics capabilities improve, model complexity can be increased. When possible, non-
Sandia specific models are purchases from commercial companies that develop run-time
models for a wide variety of military applications.

TERRAIN DATABASE MODELS

Terrain database models can be generated using existing topographical models that
combine a wireframe shape with overhead imagery. Terrain resolution (i.e. 1 km, 100 m,
10 m) is selected depending on database size and frame-rate requirements. Image file sizes
can be extremely large, so tools that limit terrain calculations to the visual area-of-interest
are required to traverse large terrain databases.

REAL-TIME VISUALIZATION APPLICATION
This real-time telemetry application relies on a multi-tasking operating system (Silicon
Graphics IRIX6.5.3) to manage three asynchronous processes and the shared memory
through which they communicate (see Figure 2). The TM Process (TMP) captures
decommutated data, derives physical observables from remote sensor measurements, and
writes the results in the Tm-to-Vis shared memory segment. The User Interface Process
(UIP) coordinates user inputs from the mouse and keyboard and updates the UI-to-TM and
UI-to-Vis shared memory segments. The Visualization Process (VP) uses terrain and solid
models to initialize the 3D database and draws the experimental scene based on TM data
and user commands read from shared memory.
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Figure 2: Run-time Application Diagram

The screen capture of a space telemetry application (see Figure 3) shows the basic
elements of a TeleKnoSys™ display. The Control Panel is generated and monitored by the
UIP and allows the user to select the data acquisition mode, activate/deactivate the
symbology (or Data Presentation) window, attach the observer to different flight objects,
and control the observer’s position and orientation. The Data Presentation window is
controlled by the VP and presents mission specific data and TM data quality. The Data
Visualization window, also controlled by the VP, shows the 3D experiment as it changes
in time.



Figure 3: Screen-Capture of a Space Telemetry Application

USER INTERFACE PROCESS (UIP)

X-Designer (Imperial Software Technologies) is used to layout the GUI and to generate
Motif-based code for displaying the Control Panel. Application-specific callback functions
are attached to each GUI button during layout, and these functions are activated when the
buttons are pressed. For example, pressing the zoom-in button updates the UI-to-Vis
shared memory segment, which signals the VP process to move the observer closer to the
user-selected test object.

TELEMETRY PROCESS (TMP)

Mission time is divided into “frames”, which corresponds to the telemetry major frame
period in this case; in other applications we have used minor frames or visualization draw



rates. Flight data that is simulated before the mission, such as trajectories, starts at lift-off
and increments by the frame time.

When the TMP is executed, it loads simulated trajectories into shared memory and
attaches the TCP/IP socket that allows communication with the decom-system.

The mission specific TMP reads user inputs on initialization and waits for a start signal at
lift-off. After receiving the start command, the system poles a TCP/IP socket for incoming
telemetry data. This poling time is small compared to the major frame time to reduce
timing errors. Beginning with the first major frame received, the TMP repeats a loop that
performs two main tasks:
1) Acquiring telemetry data and assessing data validity,
2) Analyzing TM data and updating shared memory.

ACQUIRING TELEMETRY DATA AND ASSESSING VALIDITY

When the first data packet is collected, its subframes are marked as valid, it is time
stamped with t = 0 sec, it is saved to disk if requested, and it is stored in a data structure
for analysis. The socket is then polled at major frame time intervals (tmf), and the above
process is repeated as long as data is available.

If the socket contains no data when it is polled, then all subframes are marked as invalid,
the time stamp is incremented by tmf, and zeroes are saved to disk and written into the
analysis data structure. This process is repeated until a valid major frame is captured.

The first data packet received after an empty socket requires special processing. Because
the AP Labs only transmits full major frames without time-tagging minor frames, the time
span of the transmitted major frame is unknown. For a long dropout, the time difference
between the first minor frame and the last minor frame in a data packet could be seconds
or longer. Therefore, only the last (most recent) subframe is treated as valid and preceding
subframes are marked and treated as invalid.

ANALYZING TELEMETRY DATA AND UPDATING SHARED MEMORY

The TMP controls the position and orientation of objects seen in the Data Visualization
window and the numbers presented in the Data Presentation window shown in Figure 3.

The test vehicle position is updated based on preflight trajectory simulation, and its
orientation is derived from on-board rate sensors. For frames that contain valid telemetry
data, Euler transformations convert rate sensor data into body orientation. If the telemetry



data is invalid, the last valid body orientation serves as the initial condition for a rigid body
motion simulation. The simulation is halted when valid rate sensor data is acquired.

Values for vehicle dynamics gauges (coning angle, coning rate, spin rate) are calculated
from body orientation, and TM data is converted into battery voltage. The valid/invalid
data flags are used to tally frames dropped and % frames captured. Each mission discrete
corresponds to a single telemetered bit, and the time that each bit toggled is reported in
seconds.

After the analysis results are placed in TM-to-Vis shared memory, and the mission current
frame parameter is incremented and the data will be drawn to the screen. When the TM
major frame rate is faster than the draw rate, current frame will update more quickly than it
can be drawn and not every frame will be seen. If the TM data rate is slower that the draw
rate, a single frame of TM data will be repeated.

VISUALIZATION PROCESS (VP)

After the visualization engine creates the virtual environment in which an experiment is
viewed, it enters a loop that repeats the following functions:

1) Responding to user inputs and mapping physical measurements onto Vega behaviors,

2) Drawing an image to the screen.

CREATING THE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

Vega (MultiGen-Paradigm) provides a scene generation tool called LYNX for configuring
an initial database that includes terrain, object models, gauges, and lighting parameters.
This intuitive interface allows setup and control of all objects and interfaces controlled by
the run-time application. The database configuration is captured in an Application
Definition File (adf) that is read when the VP is initialized.

RESPONDING TO USER INPUTS AND MAPPING VEGA BEHAVIORS

The VP responds to user inputs by polling shared memory for flags set by the UIP, such as
repositioning the observer by zooming-in or attaching to a different test object. Since the
UI-to-Vis shared memory is polled only after a frame is drawn to the screen, the real-time
application responds to user commands at the frame draw rate.

After checking for user inputs, the VP queries the TM-to-Vis shared memory for the
current frame number. The frame number corresponds to a unique mission time and



synchronizes data from different sources. Based on the current frame number, the VP
retrieves position (latitude, longitude, elevation) and orientation (heading, pitch, roll)
values from shared memory for each dynamic object and assigns those values to the Vega
structures for each object. The earth model and vehicle position coordinates are scaled-
down by a factor of 1000 to avoid image jitter associated with calculating millimeter scale
positions at geocentric distances of 6 x 106 m.

The VP also assigns data values to all portions of the Data Display window (event times,
data quality, and gauges). Discrete events, such as a test vehicle separating from its
delivery system or gas jets firing to orient a missile bus, can be triggered by monitoring
frame-time or by monitoring a TM data channel.

DRAWING AN IMAGE TO THE SCREEN

After all the database attributes have been set (e.g. test object and observer positions and
orientations), a Vega function call calculates the scene as viewed by the observer. Another
Vega function draws the image to the screen. The Vega functions can be traced to their
Open GL roots for custom applications, but this is rarely necessary.

RESULTS

Our test mission is an instrumented space vehicle with a 250 MBPS PCM telemetry link
and an 18.432 ms major frame period. The vehicle has three rate sensors whose values are
transmitted twice during each of 8 minor frames.

The APL system continuously decommutates the data stream, applies encoder gains and
offsets, and sends a major frame worth of data across a TCP/IP socket to the real-time
application.

The TM process runs on a dedicated R10000 processor running at 250 MHz. It collects
data, analyzes it, and writes the results to shared memory in ~3 ms. This indicates that a
much more substantial analysis could be performed without taxing the system.

The VP and UI share a single R10000 processor running at 250 MHz and can maintain a
draw rate of ~15 Hz for the 23,000 polygon scene shown in Figure 3.

CONCLUSION

Flight test vehicle telemetry can be visualized in the field using existing dual-processor
desktop computing technology. Our results show that processor speed allows more robust
sensor analysis techniques, like Kalman filtering. In this case we used only 15% of the



analysis time available within each major frame. The 10-15 Hz visualization rates that are
possible with scenes that contain tens of thousands of polygons are too slow for state-of-
the-art flight simulators, but provide a wealth of information from real-time flight vehicles.

A newer version of the APL decommutation system can time-tag minor frames, which
minimizes data loss. Specifically, we can use all of the minor frames in the first major
frame collected after a dropout. Sending sporadic minor frames as they are collected may
help fill the data gap associated with large dropouts, but an unbuffered data collection
scheme reduces the time slice available for data analysis.

To avoid a scaled earth model and single precision vehicle position image jitter, we are
implementing Vega’s Large Area Database Manager (LADBM), which provides double
precision position calculations and can dynamically shift the database origin to a local
area-of-interest.

As computers and graphics accelerators continue to increase in speed and power, and
Telemetry System development gets increasingly more complex acquiring tremendous
amounts of data, interactive 3D visualization tools will become essential in the
understanding of these data sets.

Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin
Company, for the United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-
94AL85000.


